Abstract. Let X, Y, Z, W be manifolds and π : Z → X be a surjective submersion. We characterize π-local regular operators A : 
We say that a mapÃ : J ∞ (X, Y ) × X Z → W satisfies the local finite order factorization property if for any (κ, z) ∈ J ∞ (X, Y ) × X Z there exist an open neighborhood U ⊂ J ∞ (X, Y ) × X Z of (κ, z), a finite number r and a C ∞ (in the classical sense) mapÃ r : (π r × id Z )(U ) → W such that A =Ã r • (π r × id Z ) on U . (We see that (π r × id Z )(U ) is an open subset in finite dimensional manifold J r (X, Y ) × X Z.)
The main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
Let X, Y, Z, W be C ∞ -manifolds and π : Z → X a surjective C ∞ -submersion. There is a bijection between the π-local regular operators 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since operators are local, for the simplicity of considerations we will assume X = R m and Y = R n . From Corollary 19.8 in [1] it follows:
From Lemma 19.11 in [1] it follows:
There are a neighborhood V of the point z o ∈ Z and a natural number r such that for every z ∈ V \ π −1 (x o ) and all maps
Similarly as in [2] , any regular π-local operator A :
Applying Lemma 2 to the above operator A <> (defined by A) and treating maps h : R m → R n as maps h : R m × R → R n being independent with respect to the last argument we get:
There are a neighborhoodṼ of z o ∈ Z, a real number t o > 0 and a natural number r such that for every z ∈Ṽ and all maps
We
There are a neighborhoodṼ of z o ∈ Z, a real number η o > 0 and a natural numberr such that for all z ∈Ṽ and for all
Thus Lemma 5 can be reformulated as follows.
Lemma 6. Let
A : C ∞ (R m , R n ) → C ∞ (Z, W ) be a regular π-local op- erator. Let z o ∈ Z be a point, x o := π(z o ), f ∈ C ∞ (R m , R n ), κ o := j ∞ f (π(z o )).
There are a natural number r and an open neighborhood
Any mapÃ : J ∞ (R m , R n ) × R m Z → W satisfying the local finite order factorization property defines a regular π-local operator A : C ∞ (R m , R n ) → C ∞ (Z, W ). Namely, we have Example 1. LetÃ : J ∞ (R m , R n )× R m Z → W be a map satisfying the local finite order factorization property. Define an operator A :
Clearly, A is π-local. Consider a smoothly parametrized family of maps f t ∈ C ∞ (R n , R n ), t o ∈ R and z o ∈ Z. By the local finite order factorization property, there are natural number r, an open neighborhood U r of (j r f to (π(z o )), z o ) in J r (R m , R n ) × R m Z and a smooth mapÃ r : U r → W such that A(f t )(z) =Ã r (j r f t (π(z)), z) for (t, z) from some neighborhood of (t o , z o ). That is why, A has values in C ∞ (Z, W ) and it is regular.
Conversely, we have:
(By Lemma 1, the definition is independent of the choice of g.)
Lemma 7.Ã satisfies the local finite order factorization property.
. Let r and V be as in Lemma
where ρ = j r g(π(z)), g ∈ C ∞ (R m , R n ). (By Lemma 6, the definition is independent of the choice of g.) For any smooth curve γ in V , γ(t) = (ρ t , z t ) ∈ V , t ∈ R, there is a smoothly parametrized family g t ∈ C ∞ (R m , R n ) with ρ t = j r g t (π(z t )). ThenÃ r • γ(t) = A(g t )(z t ). Then the regularity of A impliesÃ r • γ is of C ∞ (for any smooth curve γ in V ). ThenÃ r is of C ∞ because of the well-known Boman theorem. ClearlyÃ =Ã r • (π r × id Z ) on U .
Summing up, we have proved Theorem 1.
